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Premium Hair Weaves - Hair Weaving in NY, New York, NJ, Ct, Pa, NYC

Patricia's Salon offers only premium hair weaves and hair weaving techniques if you are interested in
doing a hair weave technique, in the New York City, NY, NJ, CT, Pa, area or 50 Different Hair Options

March 10, 2009 - PRLog -- Hair Weave - Hair Weaves

Where can you find a salon that does only premium hair weaves? A salon that only uses premium hair for
their weaves? A salon that explores every other option first, before ever recommending a weave? It is
Patricia's Famous Hair Salon, the top hair salon in the New York City, NY area, located in Astoria, Queens,
NY.  They have customers in the New York, NY area, with a focus on the Manhattan, Queens, Astoria,
Long Island, NJ, Ct, and Philadelphia.

Patricia's Salon does not recommend weaves.  What other salon, that does 10 hair weave types, doesn't
recommend weaves?  Why is that?  They believe that there are better options for your hair, than weaves.
 Why do a weave, when you can have a hair extension, a fusion hair extension, a hair replacement, or a lace
front wig?

They feel that people choose weaves, because that is what they know, what they are use to, and what other
hairdressers, who know nothing better, push them do.  They offer 50 different hair options, so they do not
look to push anyone in any one idea, but rather to what their goals are.

They feel that hair weaves are best used only for people who want to cover up a part of their current hair, or
are on a budget, or that do not want a lace front wig. Those are usually the only reason why a weave should
be considered.  If you have hair loss, hair replacement options are better for you.  If you want to show your
hair, hair extensions are a better option.  No need to rush into hair weaves, hair weaving, etc, without seeing
your other options.

Patricia’s most popular weaves are her hair net hair weaving, interlocking hair weave, sew in weave or
track weave.  Since she only uses premium hair, her hair weaves are more expensive than others, ranging
from $500 - $1300.

People travel to her nationally and international for her hair weaves.  She has many NY, NJ, CT, Pa, Ma,
Boston, Philadelphia, etc visit the salon regularly.

Call for a free consultation at 718-932-7777

http://www.nychairsalon.com
http://www.nychairsalon.com/hairweaving.html
http://www.hairextensionsalon.com/hairweaving.php
http://www.hairextensionsalon.com/hairweaving.php
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